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With all the new cheat codes! Answer! This is a theme for all your cheat code needs! I'm such a nice guy that I decided to find most (if not all) cheat codes from Mother 2. I've already found a large number of them. Check it out. There's a Genie game, action-replay (I think) and a bunch of other types of codes. I will update the list often so be on the lookout! Infinite HP (all characters) 8251-57D6 start with
Level 9 character DB23-77D1 Start with level 15 character DE23-77d1 to start with level 50 character 7423-77D1 Start with the level 100 character 1723-77D1 start with the level of 1723-77D1255 Character EE23-77D1 Start with the super strong character EE2E-7D01 Start with a lot of EXP. BB2D-5461 Start with a lot of PSI BB2F-54A1 Level 99 After the Battle EE2E-54A1 It's better than the launch level
code because it affects HP and PP. You get a maximum after 1 fight. Works for all the characters. Weird Sound Test EEB3-CDA4 Start a new game and you will go to a blank screen with some very strange sounds and music playing. Don't turn on the Genie game until yours is out of installation screens. Sound test 33B3-CDA4 Start a new game, and when you get to Ness House, click to the left direction.
Ness will start walking and will walk through several scenes of the game while almost all the music from the game is played. Starts you at 65,535 EE23-77D1 EE23-7771 Get at least 1 level after each F2EB-54D1 battle erases all saved AA93-E7D8 Go to the store, Click on the Buy button and get a free Franklin EE67-54A1 Level 552E-54A1 992E-54A1 773E-54A1 multitasking code EE64-54A1 Future
Changes! This will allow you to talk about the things that are happening and stuff that will happen. Just talk to someone and turn on GG! Or use it in combat it will scroll through various messages. Use it to your advantage. Night Vision EE67-57A1 Keep the code for all times. Go to the menu and choose The Goods. Night vision is automatically turned on. This code also has some other strange effects. If you
talk to any store clerk they will usually skip what they usually say and automatically take you to the buy/sell option. Some store clerks won't even bother and will ignore you. Fast Money Code EE9A-E5F5 Access Debugging Mode (in-game) 6B84-7D04 3184-7D64 3E84-7DA4 Did you know that there is a debugging menu in earthbound and you can only access it through multi-task GG code? You can only
access it in three places using the code: Inside dungeon Man, Scaraba Bazaar, and the place before the final battle. Walk through all the CB93-746F It allows you to walk straight through any texture on the map, including doorways, and you can even walk completely off the map. The only thing you can't get through is sprites (people, signs, lampposts, etc.) and enemies (you'll be running into battle). Walk
Through the Walls FD93-776F Dad never calls E395-87DD Got these cheat codes here. Endless Bombs! DE1C-81F9 Endless Bottle of Missiles! D01D-85F9 Endless big rocket bottle! D017-8029 Endless Brain Food Lunch! DE99-E1F5 Infinite Cup Cup Noodles of life! DE56-80F9 Endless Kraken Soup! DE18-7920 Endless big pizzas! DE93-8025 Endless magic truffles! DE97-E095 Endless Peanut
Cheesebars! DE5A-E0B0 Endless bottles of DX water! DE5B-59B9 Endless magic puddings! DE58-5599 Endless Buns! DE9A-E595 Endless Cookies! DE96-59F5 Element Slot Modifier - Ness (Replace ?? Values 00 to FF) Slot 1 - 7E99F1?? Slot 2 - 7E99F2?? Slot 3 - 7E99F3?? Slot 4 - 7E99F4?? Slot 5 - 7E99F4?? Slot 6 - 7E99F5?? Slot 7 - 7E99F6?? Slot 8 - 7E99F7?? Slot 9 - 7E99F8?? Slot 10 7E99F9?? Slot 11 - 7E99FA?? Slot 12 - 7E99FB?? Slot 13 - 7E99FC?? Slot 14 - 7E99FD?? Item Slot Modifier - Paula (Replace ?? Values 00 to FF) slot 1 - 7E9A50?? slot 2 - 7E9A51?? slot 3 - 7E9A52?? slot 4 - 7E9A53?? slot 5 - 7E9A54?? slot 6 - 7E9A55?? slot 7 - 7E9A56?? slot 8 - 7E9A57?? slot 9 - 7E9A58?? slot 10 - 7E9A59?? slot 11 - 7E9A5A?? slot 12 - 7E9A5B?? slot 13 - 7E9A5C?? slot 14 7E9A5D?? Item Slot Modifier - Jeff (Replace ?? Values 00 to FF) Slot 1 - 7E9AAF?? Slot 2 - 7E9AB0?? slot 3 - 7E9AB1?? slot 4 - 7E9AB2?? slot 5 - 7E9AB3?? slot 6 - 7E9AB4?? slot 7 - 7E9AB5?? slot 8 - 7E9AB6?? slot 9 - 7E9AB7?? slot 10 - 7E9AB8?? slot 11 - 7E9AB9?? slot 12 - 7E9ABA?? slot 13 - 7E9ABB?? slot 14 - 7E9ABC?? Element Slot Modifier - Poo (Replace ?? Values 00 to FF) slot 1 7E9B0E?? slot 2 - 7E9B0F?? slot 3 - 7E9B10?? slot 4 - 7E9B11?? slot 5 - 7E9B12?? slot 6 - 7E9B13?? slot 7 - 7E9B14?? slot 8 - 7E9B15?? slot 9 - 7E9B16?? slot 10 - 7E9B17?? slot 11 - 7E9B18?? slot 12 - 7E9B19?? Slot 13 - 7E9B1A?? slot 14 - 7E9B1B?? Code of Invincibility 8251-57D6 Always Get a 'Smash' Bonus on Attack DD6F-77DB EE6F-776B EE6F-77ABEnmy Modifier 7E9F8CXX If the enemy
modifier above doesn't work, use this: Enemy #1 Image Modifier (doesn't change the actual monster) 7E4A8C?? 7E4A8D?? Hyper Ness 7E0F0601If you have something to add to the list, post here or PM me code. Enjoy! Updates: We will find the Code of Invincibility! Found much more here. 'Found Always Get a 'Smash' Bonus on Attack Code! Sweet! Found even more codes right here. One of the codes
is called a Modifier Control Scheme, What is this hey? The enemy modifier code has been found! Found an opponent's backup modifier in case the other doesn't work. Have you found a hyper-ness code? (My guess is it makes you walk faster or something with invincibility.) Two 1 not two L.A. my horrible channel These item slot cheats don't work, just so you guus know. Most, if not all of them, come up as
Null when I try to give them to the person who will use them. Endless item cheats work, however. Luke Lynch Juggalo and Grand Master of the Jedi Order (and recently converted fan mother series) So is it working with a localized version of Earthbound? Or only with the original Jap. Mother 2 version? I made cheats that worked with NTSC EarthBound. Worked like a charm. Luke Lynch Juggalo and Grand
Master of the Order (and recently converted fan mother series) that means that THE EB/M2 was only released in NTSC territories; There is no version of the game that is not NTSC coded. There's no point if he stops being funny. I'm curious about the scheme of control Modifier and night vision ... What do they do with the game? Two 1 not two L.A. my terrible channel Eme11: I'm curious about the scheme
of management Modifier and Night Vision ... What do they do with the game? Do you include the 100% Point Drop code for normal and INsta Win battles, what tomato did? Its on EBCentral. Also, always Smash Bonus Attack works for Jeff or just for everyone else? I'll add those codes later. The SMAASH code should work for everyone. Two 1 not two L.A. my terrible channel Nope, tried SMAASH code, it
works for all OF JEFF's EXCEPT. Probably because Jeff SMAASH flag is off, so he can't use Smashes at all. Jeff can SMAASH when he doesn't have his weapon equipped. The weapon has a 0% critical hit rate, but its regular bash is like other characters. Really? It's something new. I can't believe I didn't think so. Yes. Edit: Insta-win code found. Instantly win Face-To-Face Random Battles DD15-ED6B
DD13-EF0B It was in one of the links in the description. Two 1 not two L.A. my scary Channel Infinite HP works great with OPENEMU for Mac. ........ LOL (im bad turn based on RPG) Okay, so I completed the M2 (not earthy) and I already know what's going on, even in English. So I tried to use Multi-Task to do random things, and, it helps a lot, without using other codes. First, I struggled to get money, and
when you are in the store menu, use the code and then leave the menu, it won't leave, but you'll be in another store menu, not even get to that store (Helps if you have enough money and get the ultimate bat or something) Also, if you check the bin, put the code, and click scroll through the chest was empty present was empty, then when you want to turn off the code and click, you'll get Fly Honey - I'll get it and Franklin' badge - you'll always get it too. (I think you need to get to fly honey before one on three) uh, these codes works on JP ver? Not sure if anyone was going to even answer that, but I decided to try it. For some reason Level 99 after the fight the cheat stopped working for me. It worked the first time, but then for some reason my game ended up crashing and I had to reset it (I use zsnes, by the
way). Then no matter what I try, I can't make the deception work again. I even tried to start a new game and the cheat still doesn't work. There are several codes that, if you put it on, you won't be able to progress with the game. For example, when you save Peaky, just go right and come back, and Peaky will reappear. So don't enter so many codes. :I Does anyone know what night vision or hyperness is?
Night vision sets Onett's palette to night, and Ness makes Ness animation faster. Faster. Faster. earthbound rom cheats snes9x. cheats para earthbound snes9x
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